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Abstract 

 

 In today’s era, when the size of information 

and data is increasing exponentially, there is an 

upcoming need to create a concise version of the 

information available. This paper presents a 

summary generation system that will accept a 

single document as input in Myanmar. In 

addition, this work presents analysis on the 

influence of the semantic roles in summary 

generation. The proposed summarization system 

uses semantic role of each verb from Myanmar 

Verb Frame Resource (MVF) to compress 

original texts. And then, summarization system 

extracts and combines the sentences according to 

cut-and-paste method. After that, the system 

abstracts the important information in fewer 

words from extraction summary from single 

documents. The compression ratio of 

summarization system for 75 documents is 61 

percent. 
 

Keywords-Text summarization, Pronoun resolution, 

Semantic roles, Myanmar Verb Frame Resource, 

Summary generation system 

1. Introduction 

The goal Text summarization is a hard 

problem of Natural Language Processing 

because, to do it properly, one has to really 

understand the point of a text. This requires 

semantic analysis, discourse processing, and 

inferential interpretation (grouping of the content 

using world knowledge). Automatic document 

summarization has drawn much attention for a 

long time because it becomes more and more 

important in many text applications.  

Input to a summarization process can be one 

or more text documents. When only one 

document is the input, it is called single 

document text summarization and when the input 

is a group of related text documents, it is called 

multi-document summarization. From human’s 

perception, users would better understand a 

document if they read more topic-related [1]. 

Generally, there are two approaches to 

summarization: extraction and abstraction. The 

first approach in creating summaries (most 

common) is based on identifying important 

words in texts by using their frequencies, and 

determining those sentences that contain a bigger 

number of important words. These sentences are 

extracted from the original text, and taken to 

constitute the summary. In this paradigm, the 

summarization is performed through sentence 

extraction: the summary is a subset of the 

sentences in the original text.   In contrast, 

abstractive methods build an internal semantic 

representation and then use natural language 

generation techniques to create a summary that is 

closer to what a human might generate. 

2. Semantic Roles 

The natural language processing community 

has recently experienced a growth of interest in 

semantic roles, since they describe WHO did 

WHAT to WHOM, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, 

HOW etc. for a given situation, and contribute to 

the construction of meaning. If for text analysis, 

semantic roles have gained their way into natural 

language analysis systems they are rarely used at 

their full potential for text generation. 

Christopherson [2] was among the first to 

investigate the usefulness of semantic roles in 

summaries. More recently, Suanmali et al. [3] 

used semantic roles and WordNet to compute the 

semantic similarity of two sentences in order to 

decide if the sentences are to be kept or not in the 

summary. 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Extraction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_(summary)


Dana Tranadabat [4] proposed text 

summarization method which is combining 

semantic roles and named entity for sentence 

extraction. Summarization task was initiated with 

the thought in mind of getting a summary of the 

document which will not be based on extraction 

of informative sentences from the document, but 

the idea of generation of sentences. This system 

needed the semantics to come into play, while 

creating the summaries. So, the idea of 

generation of sentences comes from compressing 

a given sentence. This is a sentence or avoiding 

adverbs [5].   

 [6] were the first to stress the importance of 

semantic roles in answering complex questions. 

Their system identified predicate argument 

structures by merging semantic role information 

from PropBank and FrameNet. Expected answers 

are extracted by performing probabilistic 

inference over the predicate argument structures 

in conjunction with a domain specific topic 

model. The Berkeley FrameNet database consists 

of frame-semantic descriptions of more than 

7000 English lexical items, together with 

example sentences annotated with semantic roles 

[7]. PropBank is a bank of propositions. A 

“proposition” is on the basic structure of a 

sentence [8], and is a set of relationships between 

nouns and verbs, without tense, negation, aspect 

and modal modifiers. Arguments which belong 

to propositions are annotated by PropBank with 

numbered role labels (Arg0 to Arg5) and 

modifiers are annotated with specific ArgM 

(Argument Modifiers) role labels. Each verb 

occurrence in the corpus receives also a sense 

number, which corresponds to a roleset in the 

frame file of such verb. In the roleset, the 

numbered arguments are “translated” into verb 

specific role descriptions. Arg0 of the verb 

“sell”, for example, is described as “seller”. 

Thus, human annotators may easily identify the 

arguments and assign them the appropriate role 

label.  There is currently no frame semantic 

representation of Myanmar. 

3. Myanmar Verb Frame Resource 

Myanmar verb frame files built together with 

example sentences annotated with semantic roles 

following PropBank guidelines [9]. But, this 

system could not reproduce the same experience 

of PropBank.  This system interested in 

designing Myanmar Verb Frame files in 

relatively independent modules to facilitate the 

collaborative construction of this resource. Once 

PropBank guidelines and PropBank frames files 

are available for consultation, it is design to 

adopt a different approach: instead of firstly 

building frames files and Annotator´s Guidelines, 

Myanmar Verb Frame is start by annotating a 

corpus using English frames files and guidelines 

as model. Therefore, unlike PropBank, in this 

first phase it annotated only semantic role labels 

and not verb senses.  In this way, the difficulties 

of the task were experienced, identified 

language-specific aspects of SRL for Myanmar 

language, and generated a corpus that used as 

base to build frames files. 

3.1. Frame File 

Each Myanmar verb frame file has included: 

3.1.1. Description of the verb 

In the description, the information is given; 

name of the Myanmar verb, name of the English 

verb; and its sense id is given according to the 

number of senses a verb has in Propbank, 

example sentence of the verb with semantic roles 

and the verb frame. 

3.1.2. Verb Frame 

The frames are based on simple present tense 

indicates habitual acts taking it as default. Some 

Myanmar verb have the same English verb. To 

construct 1100 Myanmar verb frame files, 750 

English verb frame files from Propbank was 

used. For example, “သတီင္းသ ံုးး” is used for Monks 

in Myanmar. “ေန” is used for normal people. But 

the meaning of these two Myanmar verb is 

(stay). Therefore, we develop all different 

Myanmar verb frames for the same English verb. 

3.1.3. Example sentence 

[ေမ င္မ ္မးးလသသည]္-[Arg1]/ [ရန္ကံုးန္ျမ္မဳတတင]္-[Arg2]/      

[ငယစ္ဥက္တသည္းက]-[Argm-tmp]/ [ေနသသည္္။]-[Rel]# 



As this example shows, the arguments of the 

verbs are labeled as numbered arguments: Arg0, 

Arg1, Arg2 and so on. 

သတ း 

EnglishRel: go 

RolesetId: go.01 

Arg0:  ,null 

Arg1: entity-in-motion,PREP_NOM 

Arg2: instrument, 

PREP_ACCURATION(PREP_REASON) 

Arg3: start point,PREP_DEPATURE 

Arg4: end point,PREP_ARRIVAL 

Example:[ေမ င္ျဖ္မးေ းင္းသသည]္-[Arg1]/ [အ္မ္မလ]-

[Arg3]/[ေက  င္းသ္ံုးဳ]-[Arg4]/ [ဆ္ံုးငက္ယ္ျဖင့္္]-[Arg2]/ 

[သတ းသသည]္-[Rel]# 

Figure 1. Example of Myanmar Verb Frame 

File 

3.2. Core Arguments of Frame File 

Table 1 shows the core argument list using in 

Myanmar Verb Frame. Frame files provide verb-

specific description of all possible semantic 

roles, as well as illustrate these roles by 

examples. The Arg0 label is assigned to 

arguments which are understood as agents, 

causers, or experiencers.  

Arg0 arguments (which correspond to external 

arguments) are the subjects of transitive verbs 

and a class of intransitive verbs called 

unergatives.    

John (Arg0) sang the song.  

John (Arg0) sang.  

The Arg1 label is usually assigned to the 

patient argument, i.e. the argument  which 

undergoes the change of state or is being affected 

by the action.  Internal arguments (labeled as 

Arg1) are the objects of transitive verbs and the 

subjects of intransitive verbs called 

unaccusatives:  

John broke the window (Arg1) . 

The window (Arg1) broke.   

Every sentence does not include Arg2 , Arg3 

and Arg4. They depend on the meaning of the 

sentence. If an argument satisfies two roles, the 

highest ranked argument label  should be 

selected, where Arg0 >> Arg1 >> Arg2>>… . 

Table 1.  List of Core Arguments in Myanmar 

Verb Frame 

Tag Description 

Arg0 
Agent(usually the subject of a transitive 

verb) 

Arg1 
Patient(usually its direct object or the 

subject of a intransitive verb) 

Arg2 instrument, benefactive, attribute 

Arg3 starting point, benefactive, attribute 

Arg4 ending point 

 

3.3.  Modifier Arguments of Frame File 

Table 2 shows the types of modifier 

arguments in Myanmar Verb Frame Resources. 

3.3.1. Locative (Argm-loc)  

 Locative modiers indicate where some 

action takes place. 

ေမ ငး္င္းးင္းသသညမ္ည္ေးးျမ္မဳတတငေ္န႔ံုး္င္သသည္္။ 
Mg Lin Lin lives in Mandaly. 

Arg0: ေမ ငး္င္းးင္းသသည ္Mg Lin Lin 

Rel: ေန႔ံုး္င္သသည ္lives 

Argm-loc: မည္ေးးျမ္မဳတတင ္in Mandalay 

3.3.2. Temporal (Argm-tmp)  

Temporal Argms show when an action took 

place, such as `in 1987', `last Wednesday', `soon' 

or `immediately'. 

ေမ ငေ္အ င႔္ကသ္သည္ယ္ံုးညလစ္တတင္ေအ င္ျမငး္ ေသ အဆံုး

ေသ အဆံုး္ေတ ္တစ္ေယ က္ျဖစသ္သည္္။ 
Mg Aung Htet is a successful singer this year. 

Arg1: ေမ င္ေအ င႔္ကသ္သည ္Mg Aung Htet 

Rel: ျဖစသ္သည ္is 

Arg2:ေအ င္ျမငး္ ေသ အဆံုး္ေတ ္တစေ္ယ က ္ a 

successful singer 

Argm-tmp: ယ္ံုးညလစ္တတင္္ this year. 

3.3.3.Manner (Argm-mnr)  



Manner adverbs specify how an action is 

performed. For example, `works well' is a 

manner. 

မံုးတသ္ံုးနေ္းသသည္ျ င္း႔န္စတ တ္ံုးက္္ တ္ေနသသည္္။ 

Monsoon is heavily blowing. 

Arg1: မံုးတသ္ံုးနေ္းသသည ္Monsoon 

Rel: တ္ံုးက္္တေ္နသသည ္is blowing 

Argm-mnr: ျ င္း႔နစ္တ  heavily 

 

Table 2. List of Modifier Arguments in 

Myanmar Verb Frame 

Tag Description Example 

Argm-loc Locative The museum 

Argm-tmp Temporal 

Now, by next 

summer 

Argm-mnr Manner 

Heavily, clearly, 

at a rapid rate 

Argm-dir Direction To market 

3.3.4. Direction (Argm-dir) 

Directional modifers show motion along 

some path. ‘Source’ modiers are also included in 

this category. 

ေမ ငး္လမ ္မးသသည္ရနက္ံုးန္မလျ နး္ သသည္္။ 
Mg Hla Myo come back from Yangon. 

Arg1: ေမ ငး္လမ ္မးသသည္္ Mg Hla Myo 

Rel:   ျ န္း သသည ္come back 

Argm-mnr: ရန္ကံုးန္မလ from Yangon. 

4. Domain Specific in Myanmar 

Summarizer 

The domain text of proposed summarization 

system are documents which are about human 

achievements, the extremes of the natural world, 

events and items so strange and unusual that 

readers might question the claims. These texts 

can be gotten from many books and Myanmar 

websites such as “Treasure Layout Magazine” 

(ရတန ့္ န္း္င္းရံုး စ္ ံုးမံုမငး္), Mingalar Mg Mal Issue 

(မံၤး ေမ ငမ္ယ)္, Thu Ta Sw Sone Magazine 

(သံုးတစတယစ္ ံုးမံုမင္း). They are monthly magazines in 

Myanmar. The Treasure Layout Magazine and 

Mingalar Mg Mal issue are intended for children 

to give knowledge about education, religion, 

health and many sections. The texts were used 

from the title “The World’s outstanding people” 

(ကမၻ ့္ ံုးံု္မး႔္ထးမ  း) in Treasure Layout Magazine. 

This author of this title is Mg Kae Tun 

(ေမ င္ေ္တ႔္တန္း). For this magazine, he wrote two 

or three texts for this title every month from 

2012 to 2015. The texts were also used from 

“The Miracle World” (အ ့္ဖတယ္စ ံုးးငက္မၻ တစ္္တင)္ that 

is written by “Aung Hein Htet” (ေအ င္္ န္္း႔က)္ 

and “The Rich Knowledge for Children” 

(မံၤး ေမ ငမ္ယ္သံုးတတကတယ)္ that is written by “Min 

Win” (မင္း င္း) in Mingalar Mg Mal Issue. In 

addition, many texts were used from Thu Ta Sw 

Sone Magazine and Pyi Myanmar Journal. A lot 

of news of unusually things and people are 

described this Magazine and journals. They are 

written by many writers. However, Myanmar 

writers translate news from “Ripley believe it or 

not” and “Guinness: World Records” books in 

English to Myanmar. The following Table 6.1 

describes list of texts for using proposed 

Myanmar Text Summarization System.  

Table 3. Categories of Input Text 

Magazine Numbers 

of news 

Writer 

Treasure Layout 

Magazine 

32 Mg Kae Tun 

Mingalar Mg Mal 19 Aung Hein 

Htet, Min Win 

Thu Ta Swe Sone 

Magazine 

24 Many writers 

 

5. Proposed Myanmar Text 

Summarization System 

In this section, we discusses about our 

proposed Myanmar Text Summarization System. 

The overall architecture of proposed system is 

presented in Figure 2. The input domain text of 

this system explained previous section. 

5.1. Word Segmentation and Part of 

Speech Tagging 

 For preprocessing of proposed system, word 

segmentation is the first stage. Without a word 

segmentation solution, no NLP application (such 

as Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging and translation) 



can be developed. Words can be combined to 

form phrases, clauses and sentences. Thus, in 

proposed system, word segmentation is 

performed with Myanmar Word Segmenter [10]. 

For the next step of the preprocessing stage 

which is Part of Speech (POS) Tagging, rule 

based POS tagging of Myanmar language. [10] is 

used. This tagging used the context-free 

grammer (CFG) as rules which parsing is start 

with sentence and left to right parsing structure 

to define the POS of each word.  

5.2.  Pronominal Anaphora Resolving  

 In order to identify the semantic role a 

specific entity express, the pronoun must be first 

identified in the input text. This is the task of 

pronoun anaphora resolution. For the next step 

for our summary generation system, this system 

uses resolving method for anaphoric references 

in POS tagging sentences. A rule-based system 

creates an anaphoric link between the pronoun 

and its antecedent based on Hobbs algorithm. 

This system applies Myanmar Pronominal 

Anaphora Resolution Algorithm (MPAR) [11] to 

resolve pronoun in input text.  

5.3. Semantic Role Labeling 

 For the next step, we perform semantic role 

labeling on pronominal resolving sentences. For 

semantic role labeling, predicate argument 

identification algorithm and mapping arguments 

with semantic roles algorithm [12] was applied 

in this system.  

5.4. Generation of Summary 

The final step of the summary generation 

system implies two kinds of summary. The first 

one is extractive summary which is sentence 

selecting, among the list of sentences from which 

summaries can be generated, the ones in which 

the entity has core semantic roles. The second 

one is using the combination rules on the 

sentences of extractive summary.  

5.5. Generation of Extractive Summary 

There have four main stages: 

1. Identifying the main character (most frequent 

Noun). 

2. Selection of sentences containing main roles 

of main characters. 

3. Generation of extractive summary. 

4. Generation of abstractive summary. 

5.6.  Generation of Abstractive Summary 

The second step is “extractive” to 

“abstractive” step in which the extracted 

information will be mentally sorted into a pre-

established format and will be “edited” using 

heuristics techniques. The editing of the raw 

material ranges from minor to major operations. 

[13] describes the rules for abstracting and states 

that redundancy; repetition and circumlocutions 

are to be avoided. And it gives a list of linguistic 

expressions that can be safely removed from 

extracted sentences or re-expressed in order to 

gain conciseness. Also, some transformations in 

the source material are allowed, such as 

concatenation, truncation, phrase deletion, voice 

transformation, paraphrase, division and word 

deletion.  

Therefore, we use the concept of reducing 

heuristics rules for semantic graph and cut-and-

paste approach to addressing the text generation 

problem in single-document summarization. This 

approach goes beyond simple extraction, to the 

level of simulating the revision operations to edit 

the extracted sentences. [14] proposed cut-and-

paste approach for abstractive summarization. It 

has two revision operations: sentence reduction 

and sentence combination. Since this approach 

generates summaries by extracting and 

combining sentences and phrases from the 

original text, they call it the cut-and-paste 

approach. While extraction-based approaches 

mostly operate at the sentence level, and 

occasionally at the documents or clause level, the 

cut-and-paste approach often involves extracting 

and combining phrases. This cut-and-paste 

approach addresses only the text generation 

problem in summarization; it does not address 

the document understanding problem in 

summarization. 
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Figure 2. Architecture of Proposed System 

For reducing the extractive sentence, a set of 

heuristic rules are applied on the part of speech 

structures to reduce it by merging, deleting, or 

combining the sentences etc.  Figure 3 presents 

summarization algorithm that can be applied on 

the POS tag of two simple sentences:  

Sentence1= [SubN1, ObjN1, Mverb1]  

Sentence2= [SubN2, ObjN2, Mverb2]  

Each sentence is composed of three tags: 

Subject (SubN1), Object (ObjN) and Main Verb 

(Mverb). With the help of such rules, the 

summarized text can get beyond the extractive 

summarization. 

Input:  Extracted sentences from Original 

Document 

Output: Summary Final[] 

For each extracted sentences 

Add subjects in every sentence to 

ListSubject[]; 

End for 

For each ListSubject[] 

If (ListSubject[i] is Equal to ListSubject[i+1]) 

Then 

Replace connective word to the end of the first 

sentence. 

Remove subject and conjuction words from 

the second sentence. 

Final[]+=Merge the first sentence and the 

second sentence. 

i=i+1; 

Else 

Final[]+=Sentence of ListSubject[i]. 

End if  

End for 

Figure 3. Summarization Algorithm 

6. Evaluation of summarization 

system 

Evaluating summaries and automatic text 

summarization systems is not a straightforward 

process. What exactly makes a summary 

beneficial is an elusive property. 

6.1.  Compression Ratio (CR) 

 Generally speaking there are at least two 

properties of the summary that must be measured 

when evaluating summaries and summarization 

systems: the Compression Ratio (how much 

shorter is than the original) [15]: 

Table 4. Compression Ratio in 

Summaries 

Total 

Docum

ents 

Total 

Sylla

ble  

Total 

Sente

nces  

Total 

Syllabl

e in 

Summ

ary 

Total 

Sente

nces 

in 

Sum

mary 

Comp

ressio

n 

Ratio 

75 14074 564 8635 269 61% 

 

CR=
length of Summary

length of Full  Text
 



6.2.  Precision and Recall 

The common information retrieval metrics of 

precision and recall can be used to evaluate a 

new summary [16]. A person is asked to select 

sentences that seem to best convey the meaning 

of the text to be summarized and then the 

sentences selected automatically by a system are 

evaluated against the human selections. This 

evaluation process contains comparison system 

summarize texts with human summarize texts of 

16 people. Recall is the fraction of sentences 

chosen by the person that were also correctly 

identified by the system 

Recall=
|system−human choice overlap|

|sentences chosen by human|
 

Precision is the fraction of system sentences 

that were correct 

Precision=
|system−human choice overlap|

|sentences chosen by system|
 

Table 5. Precision and Recall in 

Summaries 

Total Sentences system-human choice 

overlap in Summary 

185 

Total Sentences Chosen by System in 

Summary 

325 

Total Sentences Chosen by Human in 

Summary 

221 

Precision 83% 

Recall 57% 

 

7. Conclusion 

This paper presented how Myanmar text 

summarization system with semantic roles in 

detail. The importance of pronominal resolution 

and semantic role in text summarization is 

discussed. Moreover, the extractive 

summarization and abstractive summarization 

are explained. The results of summarization 

system for 75 documents is about 61 percent. 

Their precision and recall is 83 % and 57% by 

comparing human summary and system 

summary. Therefore, by performing text 

summarization system consider main semantic 

role for sentences selection and combination 

sentences, the system produce more meaningful 

summaries. 
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